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The generalized tight-binding method presents a practical realization of the scheme that de-
scribes quasiparticles in strongly correlated electron system and consists of exact intra-cell
diagonalization of the model Hamiltonian and perturbative treatment of the inter-cell hoppings. In
present paper this method and its ab initio modification applied to undoped and weakly doped
HTSC cuprates. Results are in very good agreement with the experimental ARPES data on various
compounds. Starting with multiband p—d model the realistic effective low-energy Hamiltonian of
strongly correlated electrons interacting with spin fluctuations and phonons is derived both for
hole and electron doped systems. Without electron—phonon interaction the pure magnetic mecha-
nism of pairing does not provide the correct value of Tc even for single-layer La2–xSrxCuO4 and
Nd2–xCexCuO4.
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1. Introduction

The last 20 years after the discovery of supercon-
ductivity in cuprates [1] have been a time of intensive
theoretical and experimental studies of these and re-
lated materials. The rich phase diagram of doped
cuprates proves that physics of cuprates is much more
complicated that of conventional metallic supercon-
ductors. Now it is clear that it is strong electron corre-
lations (SEC) that result in many unusual properties
both of the normal and superconducting phases. Due
to SEC a conventional band theory fails to give a de-
scription of cuprates in a wide doping region, espe-
cially in the underdoped-optimally doped interval.
Without a reliable ab initio method the theory has to
involve a model approach, and a large variety of mod-
els with different mechanisms of pairing have been
proposed. That is why the study of the electronic
properties in the undoped cuprates and its evolution
with doping is so important: it gives the basis for more
reliable description of the superconducting state and
mechanism of superconductivity. There are several re-
views in the literature on the similar subject [2–6]; a
lot of new interesting results appear recently that will

be considered in this paper. We want to discuss not
only the achievements, but also the unsolved problems
in this field.

The paper is organized as follows: the Sec. 2 con-
tains a description of the generalized tight-binding
(GTB) method developed for SEC systems [7–9]. The
band structure and comparison to ARPES data is dis-
cussed in the Sec. 3. Section 4 contains the effective
electronic Hamiltonians for n- and p-type doped
cuprates and the magnetic mechanism of pairing. Sec-
tion 5 is devoted to the electron—phonon interaction
in systems with SEC. The conclusion and a discussion
of some future perspectives are given in Sec. 6.

2. The generalized tight binding method for
strongly correlated electron systems

The failure of conventional single electron ap-
proach in systems with SEC makes it necessary to re-
consider what the renormalized electron is when the
interaction between electrons is much larger then its
kinetic energy. Evidently that conventional free-elec-
tron starting point with a perturbative treatment of
correlations is not an adequate approach. Very often
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the electron in the SEC limit is discussed as a compos-
ite particle: spinon-holon, slave-boson, slave-fermion
and other representations are known in the literature
(e.g., see [10]). All of these decompositions are made
by hand, and the very fact of their existence proves
that none of them is true. We will define an electron
as a combination of quasiparticles with charge e and
spin 1/2 with odd spectral weight. This language is
based on the exact Lehmann representation [11].

At T = 0 there is the exact representation for a sin-
gle-electron Green function
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where the electron addition energy �m
� and electron

removal energy �m
� , given by

�m mE N E N� � � � �( ) ( )1 0 �,

�m mE N E N� � � � �0 1( ) ( ) �, (2)

have the same meaning as the quasiparticle (QP)
(electron and hole) in the Landau Fermi-liquid the-
ory. The matrix elements

� �A k N a m Nm k( , ) , | | ,� �� �0 1
2
,

� �B k m N a Nm k( , ) , | | ,� �� � 1 0
2
, (3)

provide the charge e and spin 1/2 for each QP, and the
odd spectral weight less then a free-electron spectral
weight that is equal to 1. Here | ,m N denotes the m-th
many-electron eigenstate of a system with N electrons,

H m N E m Nm| , | ,� . (4)

Thus we read the Eq. (1) in a following way: the
electron is a linear combination of different QP with
charge e, spin 1/2, and odd spectral weight.

Thus the Lehmann representation gives us the
proper language to describe the renormalized electron
in SEC system. But it is useless practically, because
we do not know the exact eigenstates | ,m N and eige-
nenergies Em, and we cannot calculate the QP energy
and its spectral weight. The GTB method is a pertur-
bative realization of this language. The Hubbard
X-operators [14] appear to be a most adequate mathe-
matical tool for this language.

The GTB method [7–9] consists of 3 steps:
i) the exact diagonalization of the multielectron

Hamiltonian inside the unit cell (for cuprates we take
a CuO6 (CuO4) cluster as unit cell);

ii) construction of the Hubbard operators with the
help of cell eigenstates |ð:

X Xf
pq

f
n� . (5)

Here we introduce a more simple notation in which
each pair (p,q) of the initial q and final p states is de-
noted by a number n;

iii) the intercell hoppings and interactions �( )t q are
considered as a perturbation by the diagram technique
for X operators [15,16]. The series of perturbation
theory are constructed for the matrix Green function,

D k X Xnn k
n

k
n

�

�
�

�( , )�

�

,
(6)

rather than for the electron Green function related to
the former in the X representation as

G k n n D k
nn

nn�� � �� � �� � � ��

�

� �� ��,
*( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , ). (7)

Analysis of a general structure of the Green function
(6) revealed the following generalized Dyson Eq. [9]

� ( , ) {[ ( , )] � ( , )} � ( , )( )D G Pn n n nq q q q� � � �� �� �0 1 1� ,

(8)

where G n
( )( , )0 q � is the Hartree–Fock Green func-

tion in the X-operator diagram technique (that is
equal to the Hubbard-I approximation result), and
given by

[ � ( , )] [ � ( )] ( , ) �( )( )G G P t qn n n
0 1

0
1q q� � �� �� � ,

(9)

and � ( )G n0 � is the local (intracell) propagator. Be-
sides the self-energy �( , )� q �n there is also a strength
operator P n( , )q � , which determines the QP spectral
weight (oscillator strength). The strength operator
was introduced early in the spin operator diagram
technique [17].

The Hartree–Fock approximation is equivalent to
the Hubbard-I approximation for the intercell hop-
ping �t. In this approximation the dispersion equation
for the QP bands is given by

det| | ( ) ( ) ( )| |� �nn n nn/F n t k� �� � �� 0. (10)

The QP band structure in GTB dependents on a set
of microscopic model parameters that should be fitted
to some experimental data or calculated separately.
The set of parameters of the multiband p—d model
proposed by Gaididei and Loktev [18] has been fitted
in [8] to ARPES data for Sr2CuO2Cl2, and it was
fixed to study the doping dependence of the QP band
structure [19]. Recently a hybrid LDA+GTB scheme
has been developed that allows to find the parameters
by the ab initio method [20].
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3. Doping-dependent quasiparticle
band structure

We calculate the QP band structure in the frame-
work of the multiband p—d model [18]. The exact
diagonalization of the model Hamiltonian for CuO6
cluster results in a set of following terms (in a hole
representation) shown in the Fig. 1. Here vacuum
state |0 corresponds to the d10p6 configuration, sin-
gle-hole |� �, � �1 2/ , sates are the hole molecular
orbitals (mixture of d9p6 and d10p5) with b1g symme-
try. The most important difference of the multiband
model compare to the three-band model [21,22] is
quite small difference in energies in the 2-hole sector
of Hilbert space between the 1A1g singlet (with large
contribution of the Zhang–Rice d9p5 configuration)
and 3B1g triplet. That is why we have to consider both
singlet and triplet final states for hole-addition excita-
tion from the b1g initial state.

The QP band structure obtained by GTB method and
corresponding experimental ARPES data are shown for
two undoped cuprates: Sr2CuO2Cl2 (Fig. 2,a [8]), and
Bi2Sr2Ca1–xYxCu2O8+y (Fig. 2,b [23]). The dots with
vertical bar represent the ARPES data. The bands
shown in the Fig. 2 from the top of the valence band
separated by the charge-transfer gap, Eg � 2 eV, from
the bottom of the conductivity band. Keeping in mind
singlet and triplet final state for forming the top of
the valence band fermionic QP one may call these
bands «singlet» and «triplet». The hybridization of
singlet and triplet bands is nonzero. Usually, the trip-
let band contribute well below the top of the valence

band. Nevertheless, in the Fig. 2,b the maxima at
(0,0) and (�,�) points at high Y concentration are re-
lated to the triplet band. The anisotropic chemical
pressure results in increasing Cu–in-plane O distance
and decreasing Cu–apical O distance and correspond-
ing changes of the oxygen p—p hopping [23].

Situated just above the top of the valence band is
the dispersionless band, which is shown by the dotted
line in Fig. 2,a. We call it the «virtual» band [8]; this
band cannot appear in the conventional single elec-
tron approach. Its spectral weight and dispersion are
proportional to the doping x and the concentration of
magnons [24]. Therefore, for undoped compounds, in
the Hubbard-I approximation used in GTB method,
the «virtual» band is formed by excitation from the
empty (at T = 0) spin minority single hole orbital b1g
to the empty (for doping x = 0) two-hole singlet 1A1g,
and thus its spectral weight is zero. With hole doping
in La2-xSrxCuO4 the 1A1g singlet becomes occupied
with probability x, and the virtual band transforms
into the in-gap band with spectral weight proportional
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Fig. 1. A scheme of the local multihole eigenstates of the
multiband p—d model. Only lowest in energy terms for
nh � 1 and nh � 2 are shown. Curved dashed lines with ar-
rows indicate different quasiparticle excitations.
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Fig. 2. The quasiparticle dispersion for the top of the valence
band in Sr2CuO2Cl2 [8] (a) and in Bi2Sr2Ca1–xYxCu2O8+y
[23] (b) and its comparison to the ARPES data.



to x (Fig. 3, [8]). We emphasize that it is not an im-
purity band, because there is no disorder in the model.
All parameter of the Hamiltonian are fixed the same as
at x=0, and only the hole concentration n xh � �1 var-
ies with doping. Of course, this is a rather simplified
approach that requires further investigation to under-
stand the evolution of the band structure and the
Fermi surface with doping. While the doping depend-
ence of the chemical potential calculated from the
GTB band structure [25] is in good agreement with
the experimental data [26], the evolution of the Fermi
surface with doping does not agree with the ARPES
data. We suppose three factors may be important: 1)
the dynamical self-energy contribution that exists in
GTB beyond the Hubbard-I approximation, 2) an
electron—phonon interaction also results in the
self-energy renormalization of the QP band structure
and the Fermi surface in the normal phase, 3) an im-
purity scattering of the QP due to compositional dis-
order induced by La/Sr substitution.

4. The effective low energy Hamiltonian for
magnetic mechanism of pairing

In the GTB method for undoped cuprates we have
the filled valence band, the empty conduction band,
and the interband hopping. Similar to the procedure
of derivation of the t—J model from the Hubbard
model, we may exclude the interband hopping by the
unitary transformation. It appears that the effective
low energy Hamiltonians are different for the hole-
and electron-doped cuprates [27]. The projected basis
of the unit cell for n-type doping is similar to the t—J

model basis: vacuum state |0 and a single-hole state
|� �, ,� � � (see Fig. 1). That is why the effective
Hamiltonian for electron-doped cuprates is given by
the t—t�—t��—J* model [28]. Here the star denotes
that the three-site correlated hopping H3 is included.
This term is proportional to J and usually omitted in
the derivation of the t—J model. As will be discussed
below, this term strongly suppress the Tc in the t—J*
model [29].

For the hole-doped cuprates the projected basis is
more complicated in comparison to the t—J model
(Fig. 1) and includes single-hole |� �, ,� � �, singlet
|S, and triplet | , , , ,T M M � � �1 0 1 local states. That is
why exclusion of the interband hopping results in the
two-band effective model, called in [27] the sin-
glet–triplet t—J model. The Hamiltonian of the sin-
glet–triplet t—t�—t��—J* model is investigated in [30].

A magnetic mechanism of superconductivity with
d-symmetry in the framework of the t—J model is
well known [31,32]. Due to the three-site correlated
hoppings several additional diagrams for the anoma-
lous self-energy part appear [29]. Their main effect is
a renormalization of the coupling constant in the
equation for Tc:
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where ~�q is a quasiparticle energy in the normal state,
also renormalized by three-site interactions [29]. The
coupling parameter J of the t—J model is replaced by
a parameter n J/ J/� �2 2. The suppression of Tc by
the three-site correlated hopping is shown in Fig. 4,a.
Instead of 100 K at the optimal doping in the t—J
model we have 4 K in the t—J* model due to the
effect of H3.

A similar calculation of the Tc for hole-doped
cuprates in the framework of the singlet–triplet
t—t�—t��—J* model with model parameters obtained
ab initio [20] also can reproduce up to 50% of Tc in
La2–xSrxCuO4 [30]. Possible higher order corrections
usually only decrease Tc of the mean-field-type ap-
proximation. Thus we conclude that pure spin-fluctu-
ation mechanism of pairing is not enough to get the
experimental value of Tc, and some other mechanisms
must be involved.

5. Electron—phonon interactions in strongly
correlated cuprates

Despite the fact that strong correlations and
d-wave mediated pairing suggest the importance of a
spin-based pairing interaction, a number of experi-
ments, such as IR and Raman spectroscopy, neutron
scattering, transport, tunneling, ARPES, etc., give
convincing evidence the electron—phonon interaction
(EPI) is sufficiently strong in HTSC oxides and con-
tributes to pairing (see special issue Phys. Status
Solidi 242, No. 1 (2005)). With the purpose of further
development of the theory we should take into ac-
count both spin fluctuations and EPI in regime of
strong electron correlations.

Having this in mind, we describe EPI in cuprates
starting from a realistic multiband p—d model. Changes
of Hamiltonian parameters due to atomic displacements
are calculated to linear order in the displacements. In
the framework of the GTB method we obtain

H g X X b bmm
mm

m m
el ph� �

�

�� �� �
kq

k+q k q qk q
�

�

� �

( ) '
, – ,( , )( ) ( � )

g g g ,mm mm m mm� � �
� �( )

,
( )

,
( )( ) ( ) ( )� � ��kq q k qdia off , (12)

where the Hubbard operator Xk
m annihilates a hole

with quasiparticle index m and wave vector k, and
operator bq,�

� creates a phonon with wave vector q,
mode index �, and frequency ��( )q . The total matrix
element of the EPI is presented as the sum of a diago-
nal part g mdia,

( ) ( )� q depending on q (scattering momen-
tum of the electron), and an off-diagonal part
g ,mmoff,

( ) ( )
�

� k q depending also on k (initial momentum,
see details in [33]).

We restrict consideration to three phonon modes
which are most strongly coupled to electrons [34],
i.e., the vibration of the in-plane oxygen along Cu–O
plane and along the z-axis (breathing mode and buck-
ling mode, correspondingly), and the vibration of the
apex oxygen in the z direction (apex breathing mode).
Explicit dependence of matrix elements on k and q
was obtained taking into consideration the symmetry
of atomic displacements for each mode. Plots of the
EPI coupling for the breathing and buckling modes
are shown in Fig. 5 as a function of scattered momen-
tum q for initial states an the nodal knod and
antinodal kantinod points, accordingly, since in these
directions bosonic renormalization of the electronic
band (so-called «kink») was observed. Note, that the
matrix element of the apex breathing mode does not
depend on k and q. For a nodal fermion initial state,
the coupling is largest to the breathing mode for
q � ( , )� 0 and q � ( , )� � (see Fig. 5,a), and for the
buckling mode with small value of q (Fig. 5,b), be-
cause such phonons connect electrons with initial
states k � kF to the final states on the Fermi surface.
For an antinodal fermion initial state, the breathing
coupling is weak (Fig. 5,c), while the buckling inter-
action has a maximal value for small q (Fig. 5,d).

To analyze a possible kink formation [35] we take
into account the momentum dependence of the coupling
and consider conservation of energy and momentum as-
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suming that the electron energy in the superconducting

phase is given by the BCS formula E k k k( ) � � ��2 2�

with order parameter having d-wave symmetry. At the
nodal point knod � � �(( ) , ( ) )1 2 1 2� � � �/ / , � � 01. ,
the breathing mode has maximum coupling to the scat-
tering momentum q1 � ( , )� � and q2 0� ( , )� . At the
same time we have E( ) ( )k q k qnod nod� � � �1 1 0� ,
and thus a kink energy is equal to

� �� �( ) ( )k k qnod nod� � � �E
q1

70 meV. This energy

corresponds to the breathing mode frequency at
q1 � ( , )� � . Similarly the mode with q2 also satisfies
conservation of energy. In that way we find that the
contribution to electron spectrum renormalization
comes from coupling to a breathing mode with
q1 � ( , )� � and q2 0� ( , )� at the nodal point, and from
coupling to a buckling mode with small value of q at
the antinodal point.

For constructing the theory of superconductivity it
is of necessity to obtain an effective Hamiltonian where
EPI is excluded in the manner of Fr�hlich transforma-
tion [36]. For the low energy single-band t—J* model
this transformation is not quite trivial. To perform it
we neglect the interband excitations and apply Hub-
bard-I-type approximation. As a result, the effective
Hamiltonian can be written in the following form

H H Ht Jeff el ph el� �� � �* ,

H V X X X Xmm m m m m

m
el ph el� � � �

�

��

�

�

�

� �� kk q k q k q k k
kk q

( ) ( ) ,
�

(13)

V g , g ,mm
mm mm qkk q k q k q

�
� � �( ) ( )

,( ) ( )� �

��

� � � � �[( ( ) ( )) ],t t Fm m mk k q q
2 2 2 1� � ,

where Ht J� * is low energy single-band t—J* model,
quasiparticle index m is different for cuprates with
hole or electron doping type, tm( )k is the dispersion
of the free electrons. Here V mm

kk q� is the effective elec-
tron—electron interaction, which depends on the oc-
cupation factors Fm and hence on the doping concen-
tration, temperature, and magnetic field, in contrast
to the theory of weakly correlated electrons. The con-
struction of the theory of superconductivity with
both magnetic and phonon mechanisms of pairing in
the regime of SEC is still not finished; nevertheless
we hope such a theory may give answers to the main
unsolved problems concerning the unusual aspects of
the normal and superconducting properties of the sin-
gle layer cuprates. Concerning the effect of interlayer
coupling and increasing Tc over 100 K in Y-, Bi-, Tl-,

and Hg-based cuprates, these are another set of prob-
lems we have not considered here.

6. Conclusion

The GTB method and its ab initio modification de-
scribed in this paper give a correct description of the
undoped and weakly doped cuprates both with hole
and electron doping. It also allows one to construct a
realistic effective Hamiltonian to study the low-en-
ergy physics of strongly correlated electrons interact-
ing with spin fluctuations and phonons. A lot of work
still has be done to understand the normal and super-
conducting states in cuprates, and we believe our ap-
proach provides a solid background for future progress
in this field.
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